Birds and the home garden habitat …
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Over the past few issues, I have focused on the invertebrates,
reptiles, amphibians and mammals that we are observing in our
home gardens and how important the role of habitat structure and
natural food is in attracting them into our evolving, diverse urban
ecosystem. Over the past week, we continue to hear the sounds of
amphibians, and have heard some delightful stories of wandering
echidnas (thanks Heather and San) and roaming kangaroos among
our gardens. I always have one ear cocked for the calls and songs of
birds near our house – and have the camera ready to go. So, in this
Issue, I am looking at what birds have been observed since mid-2019
and how we can attract more into our home gardens.
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Coastal Banksia lines The Cape streetscapes
providing important food and habitat for our
birds

The Cape is on the traditional land
of the Bunurong people
“When we tug at a single thing in nature,
we find it attached to the rest of the
world…” John Muir
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Above: The first New Holland Honeyeater (one of a pair) seen in our
garden since we arrived in August 2019. Feeding on the nectar of a
Kangaroo Paw flower on 6th March 2021. These birds are quite
numerous in the coastal reserve and in “established Cape” – so these
explorers are a good sign that the ecosystem is working.
Our gardens and streetscape habitats are especially important in
providing food, water and shelter – think of them as
“steppingstones” and bio-links connecting with the creek lines,
wetlands and remnant vegetation areas of the coastal bush. As our
gardens and ecosystems develop, we should see more diversity in
our bird species amongst the housing precincts.
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I am using my house garden in Stage 2 as the main observation point
for birds around our homes: firstly, it is distant from the established
Cape Paterson village; secondly, it is well located to other habitat
areas like the creek line, wetlands, open spaces and coastal bush;
thirdly, the garden has become reasonably established and contains
suitable habitat food and structure.
Since August 2019, we have recorded 109 bird species at The Cape.
Of these, 27 species have been seen in the home gardens. In the
Stage 1 housing area, we have had reports of a Pacific Black Duck
and a Rufous Whistler which are unusual occurrences! So, lets focus
on the remaining 25 species recorded to date.

Full time versus part time
Simplisticly, birds are either permanent residents of an area
or migratory (they move according to the seasons). Some
migratory species also may become permanent residents
but I won’t go there! At The Cape, around our home
gardens, we are currently surrounded mainly by the ‘fulltimers’, especially the larger, predatory and territorial
birds. There is a dearth of small birds and these are the
ones we really want to attract to and protect within our
garden, so I will start with these.

Welcome Swallow (below) are by far the most
recognisable small birds around our homes. Some of
this species will stay at The Cape while others migrate
north in the cooler season. Their numbers explode
over the warmer months when they breed, and they
are likely to build nests on house structures. They feed
‘on the wing’ so are rarely seen stationary.

The smaller birds …
The smallest bird to venture into our home gardens has
been the Silvereye. A remarkable migratory bird, they are
highly active and conspicuous birds in the coastal bush and
wetlands but are making the occasional appearance in the
house garden. We have two sub-species here: Lateralis (a
lovely little bird from Tasmania which ventures over Bass
Strait for the warmer months) and Westernensis (which
move up and down south east Australia).

Fantails are very inquisitive birds and we have
recorded two species around the homes: Grey Fantail
(a migrant which spends mainly spring and summer
here) and a recent arrival, Willie Wagtail which may or
may not stay around over the cooler months.

Above: Grey Fantail

Above: Willie Wagtail
Small birds to attract: Brown Thornbill, White-browed
Scrubwren, Superb Fairy-wren, Red-browed Finch.

The Honeyeaters
Of the smaller Honeyeaters, three species have been recorded
flirting with our home garden: White-eared, Crescent and New
Holland. These are nectar birds but also eat insects and grubs.

Above: The White-eared Honeyeater is a winter visitor and not
likely to be seen in our home gardens very often as it prefers
treed environments.

Above: New Holland Honeyeater feeding on a
Kangaroo Paw flower
Of the larger Honeyeaters, the Little and Red
Wattlebirds are by far the most common and likely to
be seen in our gardens and streetscapes. They are
nectar loving birds but also feed on insects. They are
extremely territorial and will vigourously defend their
feeding territories.

Above: The Crescent Honeyeater. Another bird we are not likely
to see around the home gardens often as they prefer
treed/bushy environments. This juvenile male was feeding on
nectar in a Coastal Banksia on the edge of our garden. Also a
cooler season visitor.
The New Holland Honeyeater is the most common species you
will see in the coastal bush. The New Holland is likely to become
a frequent visitor to our gardens as they develop and the food
sources expand and diversify. They are seen year round but
proliferate over the warmer months when the native blossoms
are at their peak. They can be very territorial.

Above: Little Wattlebird amongst a Peaches and
Cream Grevillea

Galah (below) are predominantly ground feeding birds, but
often take up position on garden fences and tree stags in
small groups for rest and preening.

Above: Red Wattlebird on the garden fence
Other Honeyeaters to attract: Yellow-faced
Honeyeater, Eastern Spinebill

Little Corella (below), like Galah, are also ground feeders,
but also use house structures and stags to preen.

The Cockatoos and Parrots
These are some of my favourite species to observe
close up – highly intelligent and funny – they provide
much joy when they are about. They are also seasonal
– the four main species to date are the Yellow-tailed
Black Cockatoo (in the cooler months), Galah (from
February through to the cooler months), Little Corella
(over the summer) and Eastern Rosella (spring to
autumn).
Eastern Rosella (below), are often seen in the housing
areas, particularly areas with grasses, and will use stags to
perch and check the surrounding areas.

I suspect the Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo (above) will
become more interested in the garden and
streetscape Coastal Banksia as they grow and provide
food – it is one of their favourite food sources.

Larger, permanent residents
These species are common around The Cape home
gardens and seem quite at home amongst the urban
environment. They can be aggressive toward the smaller
birds and territorial, and include: Australian Magpie, Little
Raven, Grey Butcherbird and Magpie Lark.

Above: Juvenile Little Raven in the garden with a
chunk of timber mulch – not quite edible!
The Grey Butcherbird (the ‘singing assassin’) has
one of the most beautiful song calls and is a
stunning bird, but it is highly predatory against our
smaller birds and nestlings. They are about yearround in the home garden.

Above: The most infamous Magpie around The Cape is my
tormentor, a male named “Darcy”. He has had several
offspring over the past breeding period, one is pictured
below with a plumage problem that it has since overcome.

Above: Grey Butcherbird on garden fence

The Little Raven is an intelligent bird that works the home
garden continuously but remains wary of our presence.
They are seen in small family groups and remain territorial,
with the juveniles often seen in play with juvenile
Magpies.

One other native bird that is very common around the
home garden, particularly on the grassy areas, is the
Crested Pigeon. These birds have lovely iridescent
plumage and are usually seen in pairs or small flocks
during autumn. Distinctive by their wings making a loud
clapping noise when in flight and their tail rising on
landing, they are predominantly ground dwellers.

How to Attract Birds to Your
Garden
A few tips to guide you in creating bird habitat:
•

•

•
Above: Crested Pigeon

•

Introduced Species
Not surprisingly, 6 out of the 8 observed introduced bird species
within The Cape can be seen around the home gardens, but not
year round. The most obvious are the large flocks of Common
Myna, Starling and Blackbird, particularly during the breeding
season. The House Sparrow is less conspicuous other than in the
breeding season along with Spotted Dove, and the European
Goldfinch are about during spring, especially when the Capeweed
is in flower.

Above: Spotted Dove are at home amongst coastal scrub as well

•

•

Carefully select native plants that are known
to attract birds. Native plants not only
provide housing, but food such as
invertebrates, pollen and nectar - all
fundamental for a healthy bird population.
Provide a layer of plants: ground covers,
small shrubs up to 2 metres and small trees
which all provide security, nesting sites and
roosts.
Incorporate tree stags into your landscape
as perching points.
Lay organic mulch, place habitat logs, and
rocks strategically around your garden to
attract invertebrates and small reptiles
which are a staple diet for birds.
A small bird bath will be a haven for birds all
year but particularly in summer. It does not
have to be anything fancy. Make sure there
is nearby plant cover for the birds to preen
and protect themselves when not in the
bath. Keep the water fresh and topped up.
Do not feed the birds by hand or feeders.
Provide their food through nature. It is
unhealthy and can attract large numbers of
one species at the expense of diversity.

Above: A simple bird bath surrounded by protective
vegetation is ideal for attracting small birds.

Troublesome bird species
We are fortunate at the moment not to have large numbers of
Rainbow Lorikeet and Noisy Miner at The Cape. The Lorikeets are
in established Cape Paterson, and while a beautiful bird, they
respond favourably to unnatural feeding practices, increasing
their numbers and taking over habitat required by other native
species. Please do not attract these birds with feeders.

I do have a special edition coming
soon on the European Honey Bee
with resident bee keeper Peter
Watkins. It will ‘bee a buzz’!

